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RELATED INSIGHTS

News

Jan 21, 2022

Pro Bono BCLP Team Advises Social and Sustainable Capital on Acquisition and

Development Facility to Trinity Homeless Projects

Pro Bono

Dec 16, 2020

BCLP Pro Bono Work Aids Win at UK’s Build to Rent Awards

Insights

Aug 14, 2019

The evolution of Property Management Agreements in the Build to Rent sector

Property Management Agreements (“PMAs”) have been around for years and typically follow the same format.

However, the growth of the Build to Rent (“BTR”) sector has caused a re-think of the “usual” terms to ensure

they reflect the realities of a BTR offering. This blog explores the impact of BTR on PMAs and current market

trends.

Insights

Jul 31, 2019

A new revolution in Housing Law

Government announced in April 2019 that it would be abolishing section 21 of the Housing Act 1988 which gives

Landlords the right to reclaim possession through no fault of the Tenants - so called ‘no fault’ repossessions

(“Section 21”). Given the glacial rate of legislative change we might have assumed that the end for Section 21

would be at some time in the distant future, post Brexit or, possibly, post General Election. However, perhaps

prompted by media pressure and a desire for a ‘good news’ story in these politically turbulent times the end

appears nigh, with a consultation being issued by Government, which closes on 12 October 2019. At almost the

same time, the London Mayor’s office has issued a proposal for reforming residential housing in the capital. In this

two part Blog, we first consider the headlines from the Government Consultation. In Part 2, we contrast these

proposals with those set out by the M…

Insights

Aug 23, 2018

Government proposals for private residential tenancies - implications across the market

The private rented sector is housing ever greater numbers of families, so the Government is keen to promote

longer tenancies to provide stability. It is proposing to impose a new requirement of a minimum three year term.

We consider whether the proposals will have the desired effect.
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Insights

Apr 18, 2018

Room fur one more? Letting to tenants with pets

If you’re looking to rent and have a pet, existing rented stock and landlord’s restrictions may have meant that you

struggled to find a suitable property. Now, however, the rental sector and more particularly, the build to rent sector,

are moving towards a ‘pet friendly’ attitude to letting. This blog explores the current trends in this sector and the

implications for tenancies.

Insights

Dec 20, 2017

Government’s proposals concerning banning letting agent’s fees and client money

protection schemes

Government has launched consultations on banning letting agent’s fees payable by tenants and mandatory client

money protection schemes. This blog sums up the key points from both consultations.

Insights

Jan 19, 2017

Government Housing Initiatives

Recent months have seen a number of new housing initiatives announced by Government such as the Home

Building Fund, the Housing Infrastructure Fund, the Starter Homes Fund, Garden Villages and the Accelerate

Construction Programme. The key points of each of these initiatives are set out in this article.


